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Falke collection
July 4 2011 at 9:07 PM

Rob  (Login RobFalke)

Hello Falke forum, 
 

After getting my first Falke modell 60 from my grandfather, i got interested in the brand 
 "falk". 

 So after a little bit of surfing on the internet a came across this forum. 
 So here a picture of a small part of my collection. 

 
modell: 20 30 40 50 60 70 

 
And on my "Wanted" list a modell 80 and 90 (like a lot of people /collectors) 

 
Gr. Rob from the Netherlands. 

 

    

This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Jul 5, 2011 7:47 PM
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

That's a wonderful collection July 5 2011, 7:58 PM 

you have there Rob. Thanks for supplying this pic. It's very interesting to see another model 20. Until last year I wasn't sure any had survived and now I know of the existence of no fewer than four of them! The model 30 also seems to be exceptionally rare. 
 

Good luck finding a model 80 or 90. It shouldn't be too difficult, especially the mod. 80. They seem to come up on egun fairly regularly, although I expect the supply will dry up altogether one of these days. 

As you will see from the gallery and elsewhere on this forum, the top-end models were great survivors and exist in quite large numbers, despite relatively few were made by the factory. I wouldn't be surprised if the models 10, 20 and 30 are quite a bit rarer than the big underlevers - although in other respects not as satisfying to own or shoot. 
 

 

------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
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 Chuck Jordan
 (Login chuckjordan2)

 Vintage Diana forum moderator

Re: Falke collection July 17 2011, 10:01 PM 

Nice looking collection. Thanks for sharing. 
 

Chuck
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craig
 (Login conflictcraig)

ur falke mod.50 February 27 2012, 4:13 PM 

this is beautiful to see another mod.50 as ive never seen another 1 in my life. my granfather passed one down to me when he passed away as well.
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